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Introduction

In the second year of FRONTS, there have been 27 publications within WP1. In
the present deliverable we are going to concentrate on a few of these publications
We start in Section 2 by describing our progress in the development of the two models for the behavior of networks of sensors: population models and sensor field automata. In Section 3 we present a survey dealing with recent mobility issues. Finally,
in Section 4 we present some related algorithmic work done in the second year of
FRONTS.
2

Population Protocols and Sensor Field Automata models

In spite of the difficulties, there is no doubt on the importance of studying systems
of tiny artefacts. Several proposals (taxonomies and surveys) which elucidate the
distinguishing features of sensor networks, and which come from different scientific
areas, have been published [ASSE02, ECPS02, Nag05, TAGH02, VRAC08, Xu02].
These proposals state clearly the need of formal models that capture the clue characteristics of sensor networks and that enable their study through the possibility of
predictict their behavior, usefulness, effectiveness, efficiency and optimality in any
kind of applications.
One of the aims of WP1 is to propose and analyze formal models that could play a
fundamental role in the analysis and design of algorithms for such networks. During
the first year or FRONTS we have isolated two general formal models for sensors,
the Population Protocol model, introduced in [AAD+ 06], and the Sensor Field model,
that was defined within this project. During the second year we have carried out
research in both of the models. The results are included in 9 FRONTS Technical
Reports: 2009-{3, 8, 12, 16, 21, 29, 50, 51} and 2010-10.
2.1

Population Protocols: Extensions, Fairness, and Verification

The Population Protocol model [AAD+ 04, AAD+ 06] is a minimal theoretical framework for studying systems consisting of totally asynchronous agents, each equipped
with 𝒪(1) bits of memory. The agents follow some completely unpredictable, but
fair, mobility pattern and interact in pairs when they come sufficiently close to each
other. In [AAD+ 04, AAD+ 06] it was proved that the class of solvable problems by
this model is fairly small: semilinearity is a sufficient and necessary condition for
solvability.
2.1.1

Mediated Population Protocol Model

In [CMSerb] we proposed the Mediated Population Protocol model (MPP), in order
to extend the Population Protocol model. A communication graph (or digraph) de215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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notes the permissible pairwise interactions. The main feature of our extended model
is that it allows edges of the communication graph, 𝐺, to have states that belong to
a constant size set. Moreover, edges have readable only costs, whose values also belong to a constant size set, and protocol rules for pairwise interactions can modify the
corresponding edge state. Thus, our protocol specifications are still independent of
the population size and do not use agent ids, i.e., they preserve scalability, uniformity
and anonymity. Mediated Population Protocols (MPP) can stably compute interesting
graph properties of the communication graph. We have shown this for the properties
of maximal matchings (in undirected communication graphs), and also for finding
the transitive closure of directed graphs and for finding all edges of small cost.
Most importantly, mediated protocols are stronger than the classical population
protocols. In [CMSerb] we present a mediated protocol that stably computes the
product of two positive integers, when 𝐺 is the complete graph (which is not a semilinear predicate). In order to show the correctness of the protocol, we had to state and
prove a general theorem about the composition of two stably computing mediated
population protocols. Finally, we have obtained some non-uniform upper bound on
computability: all predicates stably computable in this model are (non-uniformly) in
the class 𝑁 𝑆𝑃 𝐴𝐶𝐸(𝑚), where 𝑚 denotes the number of edges of the communication graph.
2.1.2

Graph Decision Mediated Model

The Graph Decision Mediated Population Protocol model (GDM) is a simplified version of MPP aiming to capture MPP’s ability to decide (stably compute) graph languages (sets of communication graphs). Understanding properties of the communication graph is an important step in almost any distributed system. We proved in
[CMSera] that any graph language is undecidable if we allow disconnected communication graphs. As a result, we focused on studying the computational limits of the
GDM model in (at least) weakly connected communication graphs only, and gave several examples of decidable graph languages in this case. To simplify our task, first
of all we proved that the class of decidable graph languages is closed under complement, union and intersection operations. Node and edge parity, bounded out-degree
by a constant, existence of a node with more incoming than outgoing neighbors, and
existence of some directed path of length at least 𝑘 = 𝒪(1) are some examples of
decidable properties by the GDM model (protocols for them are known, either directly
by code or indirectly by exploiting the closure results).
An interesting finding of [CMSera] was the existence of symmetry in two specific
communication (sub)graphs which may constitute the first step towards the proof of
impossibility results in the GDM model. In particular, it has been proven that there
exists no GDM, whose states eventually stabilize, to decide whether 𝐺 contains some
directed cycle of length 2 (2-cycle). Unfortunately, for an impossibility result to have
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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important theoretical consequences, it should somehow avoid the stabilizing states
restriction.
2.1.3

The PALOMA Model

We propose here another extension that we call the PALOMA model. In this model,
the system consists of PAssively mobile LOgarithmic-space MAchines. The idea is to
provide each agent with a memory whose size is logarithmic in the population size,
which seems a very natural assumption: only 100 bits are required for 2100 agents
(which is an astronomical population size)! Moreover, we can think of an agent as
a small Turing Machine, which also seems natural: mobile phones, PDAs and many
other common mobile devices are in fact sophisticated Turing Machines. It turns
out that the PALOMA model is also very strong, since it can stably compute any
symmetric predicate in 𝑆𝑃 𝐴𝐶𝐸(𝑛 log 𝑛).
2.1.4

Equivalence Between Schedulers

In [CDF+ er] we proposed a novel, generic definition of probabilistic schedulers for
population protocols. Based on it, we identified the consistent probabilistic schedulers, and proved that any consistent scheduler that assigns a non-zero probability
to any transition 𝑖 → 𝑗, where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are configurations satisfying 𝑖 ∕= 𝑗, is fair
with probability 1. This new theoretical framework aims to simplify proving specific
probabilistic schedulers fair. We additionally proposed two new probabilistic schedulers, the State Scheduler and the Transition Function Scheduler. Both possess the
significant capability of being protocol-aware, i.e., they can assign transition probabilities based on information concerning the underlying protocol. Those schedulers,
and also the Random Scheduler that was defined by Angluin et al. [AAD+ 04] are
fair with probability 1 (it can be proven with the help of our theoretical framework).
In [CDF+ er] we also defined and studied equivalence between schedulers w.r.t. performance (time equivalent schedulers) and correctness (computationally equivalent
schedulers) and reached the following conclusions:
1. The protocol-oblivious (or agnostic) Random Scheduler is not time equivalent
to the State and Transition Function Schedulers, although all three are fair probabilistic schedulers (with probability 1). The statement can be proven by studying the performance of the One-Way Epidemic Protocol (OR Protocol) under
these schedulers. To illustrate the unexpected performance variations of protocols under different fair probabilistic schedulers, one can slightly modify the
State Scheduler to obtain a scheduler that may be adjusted to lead the One-Way
Epidemic Protocol to arbitrarily bad performance.
2. The Random Scheduler is not computationally equivalent to the Transition Function Scheduler. To prove the statement we have studied the Majority Protocol
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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w.r.t. correctness under the Transition Function Scheduler. It turns out that
the minority may win with constant probability under the same initial margin
for which the majority w.h.p. wins under the Random Scheduler (as proven in
[AAE07]).
2.1.5

Algorithmic Verification

We believe that, for applying our protocols to real, critical application scenarios, some
form of computer-aided verification is necessary. Even if a protocol is followed by a
formal proof of correctness, it would be safer to verify its code before loading it to
the real sensor nodes.
Let 𝐵𝑃 − 𝑉 𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐹 𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑂𝑁 (‘B’ is from “Basic” and ‘P’ is from “Predicate”)
be the following problem: “Given a population protocol 𝒜 for the basic model whose
output alphabet 𝑌𝒜 is binary (i.e. 𝑌𝒜 = {0, 1}), a first-order logical formula 𝜙 in
Presburger arithmetic representing the specifications of 𝒜, and an integer 𝑘 ≥ 2 (in
binary), determine whether 𝒜 conforms to its specifications for the complete digraph
of 𝑘 nodes-agents. (Here, “conforms to 𝜙” means that for any legal input assignment
𝑥, which is a ∣𝑋𝒜 ∣-vector with non-negative integer entries that sum up to 𝑘, and any
computation beginning from the initial configuration corresponding to 𝑥 on the complete communication graph of 𝑘 agents, the population stabilizes to a configuration
in which all agents output the value 𝜙(𝑥) ∈ {0, 1}. On the other hand, “does not
conform” means that there is at least one computation of 𝒜 on the complete communication graph of 𝑘 nodes which is unstable or the stable output does not agree with
𝜙(𝑥) - i.e. not all agents output the value 𝜙(𝑥).)”.
The 𝐵𝑃 −𝑉 𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐹 𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑂𝑁 is a surrogate of the more general 𝑃 −𝑉 𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐹 𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑂𝑁 problem (in which 𝑘 is not provided and general correctness is required).
Unfortunately, both problems and some of their special cases seem to be 𝑁 𝑃 -hard.
Due to the hardness of protocol verification, we have focused on designing, implementing and extensively testing, under various combinations of protocols, specifications and communication graphs, a first exponential-time algorithm for 𝐵𝑃 −
𝑉 𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐹 𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑇 𝐼𝑂𝑁 in order to observe its performance in practice and proceed
with the required refinements.
In particular, the verifier expands the transition graph [AAD+ 06] corresponding
to the pair (𝒜, 𝑘) (only its reachable portion) and finds its strongly connected components by some known algorithm (e.g., [Tar72]). Based on the strongly connected
components and the reachability between them, the algorithm constructs the corresponding dag and then checks whether there exists some directed path initiating from
some initial component 𝑠 (strongly connected component with some initial configuration) and ending to a final component 𝑠′ (strongly connected component with no
outgoing edges to other components) such that there exists some configuration in 𝑠′
under which not all agents output the value (from {0, 1}) that all initial configurations
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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of 𝑠 require w.r.t. the specifications 𝜙.
Finally, we would like to investigate the verification problem also for MPP and
GDM protocols and possibly for the recently proposed community protocols [GR09]
(in the latter model agents, are equipped with unique ids from the factory and are
allowed to store a constant number of other agents’ ids).
2.2

Sensor Field: Model Definition, Sensing Problems, Constant Memory Devices

The general sensing setting can be described by two elements: the observers or end
users and the phenomenon, the entity of interest to the observers that is monitored and
analyzed by a network with sensors. The corresponding information is discretized in
two ways: first the environment is sampled on a discrete set of locations (sensor
positions), and second the measures taken by the sensors are digitalized to the corresponding precision. To analyze the correctness and performance of the system, we
are faced with a double task; on one side there is a computational problem to be
solved by a particular network; on the other hand, it is necessary to assess whether
a computed solution is a valid observation of the phenomenon. Both tasks require
different analysis tools and we concentrate on the first. The distinctive peculiarities
of the computational system define new parameters to be evaluated in order to measure the performance of the system. Metrics are needed to allow us to estimate the
suitability of a specific or generic network topology or the possibility of emergent
behavior with pre-specified requirements.
The computational system can be modeled by combining the notion of graph automata together with distributed data streams [GT01], a combination inspired by similar ideas developed in the context of concurrent programming [Hoa81]. Existing
models coming from distributed systems [Pel00], hybrid systems and ad-hoc networks [Hen96, LSV01] capture some of such networks. Models coming from the
area of population protocol models [AAD+ 06, CMSerb] represent sensor networks,
supposing that the corresponding sensing devices are extremely limited mobile agents
(a finite state machine) that interact only in pairs by means of a communication graph
and use a different approach.
2.2.1

The Sensor Field Model

In [ADGSer] we proposed a general model capturing some characteristic differences
of sensor networks. A Static Synchronous Sensor Field (SSSF) consists of a set of
devices and a communication graph. The communication graph specifies how the
devices communicate one to the other. For the moment and without loss of generality, we have assumed that all devices are sensing devices that can receive information
from the environment and send information to the environment. We concentrated our
study in the case in which the devices and the communication links do not appear and
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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disappear, i.e., the model we considered is static. Moreover, each device executes its
own process, communicates with its neighbors (devices associated to adjacent nodes)
and also with the environment. The local computation of each device is defined by
a potentially infinite set of states and a transition function, and it depends on the
communication with its neighbors and with the environment. A state of a device codifies the values of some local set of variables (ordinary program variables, message
buffers, program counters, etc.) and all what is needed to describe completely the
instantaneous configuration of the local computation. Given a local state of a device, the communication items received from its neighbors, and the input data item
received from the environment, the transition function specifies its new local state as
well as the communication items to be sent to each of its neighbors and the data item
to be output to the environment in one computation step.
The computation of a SSSF depends on the interaction between the devices and
the environment. All the devices work in a synchronous way. At the beginning of
each round they receive data from their neighbors and from the environment, then
they apply their own transition function changing in this way their actual configuration, and finish the round by sending data to their neighbors and to the environment.
The stream behavior of computation of a SSSF ℱ with 𝑛 devices is defined by a
pair composed by (u, v), where u is an 𝑛-tuple of input data streams u = (𝑢𝑘 )1≤𝑘≤𝑛 ,
and v is a tuple of output data streams v = (𝑣𝑘 )1≤𝑘≤𝑚 , for some 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛. In this case,
we considered that ℱ outputs a tuple of output data streams v given a tuple of input
data streams u and we defined the function 𝑓ℱ associated to the stream behavior of
ℱ. We assumed that a function 𝑓 defined on pairs of tuples of (infinite) data streams
is computed by a sensor field ℱ (with latency 𝑑) if 𝑓 coincides with 𝑓ℱ (from the 𝑑-th
data item of the data streams on).
The computational resources used by a sensor to compute a function of this kind
are the following. For each device and computation round we can measure the following parameters:
- Time. The number of operations performed in the given round of the device.
This is a rough estimation of the “physical time” needed to input data, receive
information from other sensors, compute, send information and output data.
- Space. The space used by the device in each computation round.
- Message Length. The maximum number of data items of a message sent by the
device in each computation round.
- Number of messages. The maximum number of messages sent by the device in
each round.
We consider the following worst-case complexity measures taken over any device
and computation round of a sensor field ℱ:
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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- Size: The number of nodes or devices of the communication graph 𝐺.
- Time (𝒯 ): The maximum time used by any device in any of its rounds.
- Space (𝒮): The maximum space used by any device of in any of its rounds.
- MessageLength (ℒ): The maximum message length of any device in any of its
rounds.
- MessageNumber (ℳ): The maximum number of messages sent by any device
in any of its rounds.
In general, we analyzed these complexity measures with respect to the Size of the
communication graph which usually coincides with the number 𝑛 of data streams.
We did not consider explicitly the energy consumption as a performance measure.
For making an energy analysis we should have to incorporate a particular energy
model to the sensor field. The performance measures defined above proportionate
the basic ingredients for analyzing energy consumption where sending/receiving a
message has the same cost for all the nodes, like for example the unit disk graphs. It
is of interest (and a topic of future research) to consider energy models in which each
link in the communication graph has different weights (or set of weights) representing
the constants in the function that determines the cost of sending a message along the
link.
We considered the possible memory restrictions of the tiny devices involved in
a SSSF, since, in many applications, the devices have limited memory. The SSSF
model can be adapted to take into account this fact, therefore we considered devices
with constant or bounded memory capacity. To this end, we also assumed that each
device has a buffer of bounded size to store the data received from its neighbors.
We assumed that the communication graph might have any degree, but that a device
cannot receive more packets in one round than those that can fit in the buffer. In the
case that there are more incoming packets, then an arbitrary subset of them, filling the
buffer, will be retrieved. In the opposite direction, we assumed that sending one data
item to all the outgoing neighbors can be performed in constant time and space; here,
the basic communication primitive is a broadcast to all neighbors, which is common
in wireless networks. We denote by CMSF the variant of SSSF in which the devices
have constant size memory.
It is of interest, and part of our future research, to analyze sensor fields (with or
without constant memory) in which the reception of more than one message at the
same time results in a collision.
2.2.2

Solving Sensing Problems

Computational problems that are susceptible of being solved by sensor fields can be
stated in the following way:
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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Given an 𝑛-tuple of data streams u = (𝑢𝑘 )1≤𝑘≤𝑛 for some 𝑛 ≥ 1, compute an
𝑚-tuple of data streams v = (𝑣𝑘 )1≤𝑘≤𝑚 for some 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛 so that output data streams
and input data streams satisfy a given relation, i.e., the property defining the problem.
We considered that a sensing problem is solved by a sensor field ℱ (with latency 𝑑)
when the function 𝑓ℱ coincides with the relation or property that defines the problem.
We studied some particular sensing problems (the Average Monitoring and the
Alerting problems) and, supposing that the sensor field has as many devices as input
streams, we analyzed solutions for several topologies. We obtained upper and lower
bounds on the solutions to the problem, and for some concrete topologies (rings,
lines, trees) we obtained optimal algorithms.
Regarding the use of memory, as a function of the number of nodes, we showed
that the Alerting problem requires logarithmic size memory per sensor, while the
Alerting problem can be solved with constant memory per sensor.
In general, we proved that, by restricting the memory capacity of each device to
be a constant w.r.t. the total number of devices, the class of problems solved by
these SSSFs belongs to the class 𝐷𝑆𝑃 𝐴𝐶𝐸(𝑂(𝑛 + 𝑚)). Recall that in [CMSerb]
it is shown that all predicates stably computed in the model of Mediated Population
Protocols are in the class of 𝑁 𝑆𝑃 𝐴𝐶𝐸(𝑂(𝑚)). In this case, nondeterminism is
required to verify that there exists a stable configuration reachable from the initial
configuration, while in the Sensor Field case this is not required.
We also analyzed whether the use of additional nodes in the network that act as
communicators, but that do not have access to input data streams, therefore they are
not sensors, can improve the memory or the time required for solving a problem.
We showed that, for any given property 𝒫 which is computable in polynomial
time, there is a SSSF that solves the sensing problem associated to 𝒫 in polynomial
size and latency (with respect to 𝑛) with 𝒮(𝑛) = 𝒯 (𝑛) = ℒ(𝑛) = ℳ(𝑛) = 𝑂(1).
2.2.3

Simulating Population Protocols by Sensor Fields

We analyzed the computational power of sensor fields for the particular case in which
the memory per device is constant, in relation to the Population Protocol model
[AAD+ 06] and one of its variations introduced in this project, the Mediated Population Protocol [CMSerb]. We showed that the constant memory Sensor Field (CMSF)
model is more powerful that the population protocol (PP) by providing adequate simulation of the models. The results are given in [ASSer].
Recall that in a PP the interaction among components is described through an
infinite sequence of pairwise interactions determined by a scheduler. This interaction
scheduler models the interactions defined by the environment. In contrast, a Sensor
Field interacts with the environment through input/output data streams in such a way
that a data item can be read/written at each time step.
We show that any PP can be simulated by a CMSF. The simulation is done by
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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defining a mapping of the input and the scheduler of a given PP, that models the input
and the sequence of pairwise interactions, to an input data stream. Both systems act
alike, except for a constant simulation overhead in time due to the required sequence
of transmission and reception of messages. That is, the simulation of a transition of
the PP requires a time step of constant duration on the local computation of the nodes
in the CMSF. The simulation does not require any increase in the size of the network
and it is state preserving. In Population Protocols it is required that the scheduler
is fair in the sense that any possible pairwise interaction eventually occurs. Fair
schedulers give rise to a particular kind of input data stream that verify this fairness
condition.
Mediated Population Protocols keep not only the node state but also an arc state
for any link in the communication network. For Mediated Population Protocols we
provided two different simulations by SSSF. In the first one, the information about
the link state is kept and managed by the environment; of course this, might require
additional restriction on the set of valid data streams, but does not require additional
devices. In the second simulation, we enlarge the sensor field with an additional node
per link. In both cases, we showed that any Mediated Population Protocol can be
simulated by a SSSF by an adequate transformation of the input and the scheduler
and, when required, of the link states, into an input data stream. Again, the simulation
of a transition on the PP requires a constant number of transitions on the CMSF.
It remains open to understand the exact conditions on the input data stream that
guarantee that the sensor field obtained by the simulation correctly converges to the
same final state (or final output), allowing for more freedom to the type of interaction
than in the population protocol. In our simulation, the environment is used to keep
only a pair of nodes alive and able to communicate at each time step, as required in
the Population Protocol model.
2.2.4

Deciding Graph Properties

The Graph Decision Mediated Population Protocol (GDM) is a model in which the
protocol does not have inputs, and it has been used within the project to assess decidability of properties of the communication graph [CMSera]. We adopted the same
approach for the CMSF model. The results are given in [ASSer]. Now we assume
that the sensor field has constant memory but no access to any input data stream. We
analyzed the decidability of graph properties under the following variants of constant
memory sensor fields:
∙ The simplistic CMSF: Here we assume that all the nodes have the same initial
state and no input data stream is accessible.
∙ Node driven CMSF computation: We enlarge the computational power of the
simplistic CMSF by adding an input data stream that at any time step selects a
215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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node. This is a mechanism to control the execution of the protocol similar to the
scheduler in Population Protocols, but now the environment is selecting a node
rather than an edge. On a valid computation we assume, in addition, fairness for
the input data stream in the sense that any existing node will always be eventually
selected by the environment.
∙ Edge driven CMSF computation: We enlarge the computational power of the
simplistic CMSF by adding an input data stream that at any time step selects
a particular link and uses a link state, similar to the one used in the Mediated
Population Protocol. Towards this end, we modify the communication graph
with additional nodes that correspond to the edge state.
We showed that any non-trivial graph language in the graph class formed by all
digraphs is undecidable in the three variations of the CMSF models. Any non-trivial
graph property on the family of strongly connected digraphs (𝒮) is undecidable by
simplistic BMSF with topology on 𝒮. However, for the class of weakly connected
digraphs (𝒲), any non-trivial property on 𝒮 is undecidable by simplistic BMSF with
topology on 𝒲, but there are non trivial properties on 𝒲 that are decidable.
For the node driven computation we showed that any non-trivial graph property
in 𝒮 is undecidable by node driven BMSF on 𝒲. Any graph property decidable by
simplistic CMSF on 𝒲 is decidable by node driven CMSF on 𝒲. However, when
restricted to strongly connected graphs, some non-trivial graph languages are decidable:
∙ 𝑘𝐶 = {𝐺 ∈ 𝒮 ∣ 𝐺 contains a 𝑘-cycle}, for any constant 𝑘.
∙ Directed simple path of constant length.
Observe that 𝑘𝐶 is a non-trivial graph property (even on strongly and weakly connected graphs), and therefore the language is not decidable neither in the simplistic
CMSF nor in the node driven CMSF on topologies on 𝒲.
Finally, we have showed that edge driven CMSF is more powerful than the other
models. In particular, any graph property that is decidable by GDM is decidable by
edge driven CMSF. Furthermore, it also has more computational power than the node
driven GDM model, since any graph property that is decidable by node driven CMSF
is decidable by edge driven CMSF. The exact computational limits of this model are
the objective of our ongoing research.
2.2.5

Programming Sensor Fields

We conducted a validation of the capabilities of the definition of sensor field to analyze its viability, not only as a tool for analyzing different theoretical complexity or
performance measures, but also as a tool to describe computation of sensor networks.
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Based on the description of several protocols for the sensor field given in [ADGSer],
we devised implementations of those protocols in the Nimo language. Nimo (Nets
in Motion) is a programming language, a graphic-functional-data flow language, that
allows a step by step visualization of the program executions under development at
UPC [CZ]. The sensor field description provided the information required to code
the corresponding programs in a reasonable amount of time. The results and the implementations are reported in [CDZer] and were presented at the 1st Workshop on
New Challenges in Distributed Systems held in Valparaiso, Chile, April 6-9, 2009.
3

Dynamicity models

In [DMSer] we survey the main theoretical aspects of models for Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks (MANETs). We present theoretical characterizations of mobile network
structural properties and different dynamic graph models of MANETs, and we give
detailed summaries of a few selected articles. In particular, we focus on articles
dealing with connectivity of highly mobile networks, and on articles which show that
mobility can be used to propagate information between nodes of the network, while
at the same time maintaining small transmission distances and thus saving energy.
We devote a section to the different models of mobility that have been proposed by
the scientific community. Recall that one of the main goals of these simplified models
is to extract the topological properties of mobile networks, which might help both in
improving simulation accuracy and in designing new protocols where mobility is
used to reduce energy consumption and/or information propagation speed.
The most frequently used mobility models are the following two and their many
variations: The Random WayPoint model (RWP) was first described in [JM96]. In
this model, as usual, nodes are initially distributed uniformly at random on the region;
then, each node chooses independently and uniformly at random a destination within
the region, as well as a travel speed. The node then starts traveling towards the
destination with the selected speed along a linear trajectory. When it reaches the
destination (waypoint), it might optionally pause for a certain time, then chooses
another waypoint in the region, and continues according to the same pattern.
A second type of model is the Random Direction model (RD), introduced in
[Gue87], in which each node 𝑖 in the region under consideration selects uniformly
at random a direction 𝜃𝑖 ∈ [0, 2𝜋), and chooses a speed that is kept constant during
a certain amount of time. After a randomly chosen period of time, each node selects
a new direction and speed, and continues moving. As the process evolves over time,
some of the nodes might arrive at the boundary of the region, and a border rule has
to be defined to determine how nodes behave when they hit the border. Then, the authors go into considering two of the important formal issues arising when using the
RWP model of mobility, which is one of the most accepted models in the simulation
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community. The two structural properties are the node spatial distribution and the
instantaneous average nodal speed.
We studied the impact of the above properties on the accuracy of RWP mobile
network simulations, and theoretical characterizations of them that have been used to
define a “perfect” simulation methodology, which completely removes the accuracy
issues previously identified (following the line of work in [BRS03, YLN03]). Then,
we discuss two of the main problems arising in the models: the boundary effect and
the speed decay, explaining alternative solutions that have been proposed.
The remaining of the survey paper deals with the formal studies of connectivity
on MANETs’ models and their algorithmic consequences. We survey five theoretical models for MANETS. In the survey they are clustered by tasks, here they are
mentioned by chronological order.
The first model is the source-destination pairs-model. [GT02], which is the first
attempt to formally analyze a model of mobility, and suggests the important fact that
high mobility can speed-up message passing using small connectivity range. The
model is the following: there are 𝑛 nodes (𝑛 → ∞) all lying in the disk of unit area.
The location of the 𝑖-th node at time 𝑡 is given by the random variable 𝑋𝑖 (𝑡). Each
of the 𝑛 nodes is a source node for one session and a destination node for another
session, and each node 𝑖 has an infinite stream of packets to send to its destination
𝑑(𝑖). The source-destination (S-D) association is established in the beginning and
does not change over time. The nodes are mobile, but the mobility model described
is non-constructive. It is a seminal great idea, but as discussed in more detail in
the survey, the technical details are not clear. The second model, suggested by P.
Santi [San05], studies the connectivity threshold for mobile networks: there are 𝑛
vertices deployed uniformly at random in the unit square [0, 1]2 . The nodes move
randomly, but the mobility model is not fixed, it only must meet two conditions: it
must be bounded (the support of the probability density function pdf of the long-term
distribution of the nodes is contained in [0, 1]2 ) and obstacle-free (every subregion
with non-zero measure has to have positive probability to contain at least one node
at a given time). The paper proves that if 𝑟ℳ is the minimum value of the radius
𝑟, such that when taking a snapshot of the graph chosen from the √
long-term spatial

𝑛
distribution of the nodes the graph is connected, then a.a.s. 𝑟ℳ = 𝑐 log
𝜋𝑛 with 𝑐 ≥ 1
(as in the static Random Geometric Graph’s threshold). The author uses this result to
analytically study the speed decay and the boundary effect for the RWP model, under
different considerations of speed for each node.
During the first year of FRONTS ([DMPer]), we introduced the DRGG model
with radii 𝑟𝑐 , where 𝑟𝑐 is the usual connectivity threshold for static Random Geometric Graphs. Based on the previous model, two new works have appeared in the second year of FRONTS. In [JMR09] we study a very general Random Direction type
model with a radius below the threshold of the existence of a giant component. In
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√
particular, we
use
a
a
communication
radius
of
𝑟
=
𝑐/
𝑛, while the one in [DMPer]
𝑡
√

ln 𝑛
was 𝑟𝑐 =
𝜋𝑛 . We give an upper bound on the speed at which information can
be propagated between any pair of nodes. Recall that, in the static case, information
between most pairs of nodes cannot be propagated since the largest connected component for the value of 𝜈 := 𝑛/𝒜 to be considered has size 𝑂(log 𝑛). We show that
mobility helps to propagate information. Technically the paper is very nice and uses
innovative techniques to approaching this kind of problems.
Clementi et al. [CPS09] also consider
√ the RGG model but with communication
√
ln 𝑛
radius 𝑟 between Θ(1)/ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑟 ≤
𝜋𝑛 . The authors provide tight asymptotic
bounds for flooding the network with their choice of 𝑟. Again, they give a rigorous
proof that, in their range of radii, flooding can be completed although at every time
step the graph is disconnected. The proof uses a fine tessellation argument, where the
RGG is approximated by a very fine grid on which the nodes are restricted to move.
It is a discretized version (with respect to both time and space) of the models used
in [JMR09, DMPer].
Considering the fact of using mobility to speed flooding, the papers of [JMR09]
and [CPS09] are complementary: whereas the authors in [JMR09] study random
geometric graphs with a radius below the thermodynamical threshold, [CPS09] considers the case of radii between the thermodynamical threshold and the threshold of
connectivity. The work of [GT02] is orthogonal to these two since there is no absolute bound on the radius of transmission, but it also supports the hypothesis that
mobility can help in propagating information.

4

Other Cooperation Models

In [CKSer] we study the performance of approximate Nash equilibria for linear congestion games. We consider how much the price of anarchy worsens and how much
the price of stability improves as a function of the approximation factor 𝜖. The paper gives (almost) tight upper and lower bounds for both the price of anarchy and the
price of stability for atomic and non-atomic congestion games. These results not only
encompass and generalize the existing results of exact equilibria to 𝜖-Nash equilibria,
but they also provide a unified approach which reveals the common threads of the
atomic and non-atomic price of anarchy results. By expanding the spectrum, we also
cast the existing results in a new light. For example, the Pigou network, which gives
tight results for exact Nash equilibria of selfish routing, remains tight for the price of
stability of 𝜖-Nash equilibria.
In [DMRSer] we consider the possibility to achieve the “windfall of malice” even
without the actual presence of malicious players. Recent results show that malicious
players in a game may, counter-intuitively, improve social welfare. In [MSW06] it
is shown that for a virus inoculation game, the existence of malicious players actu215270 (FRONTS) – Deliverable D1.2
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ally leads to better social welfare for the remaining players. This improvement in the
social welfare with malicious players has been referred to as the “windfall of malice” [BKP09]. The existence of the windfall of malice for some games leads to an
intriguing question: Can we achieve the windfall of malice even without the actual
presence of malicious players? The paper provides positive and negative answers
to the question. The authors introduce a general technique for designing mediators,
which is inspired by a careful study of the “windfall of malice” effect. The mediator makes a random choice of one of two possible sets of proposed actions for each
player, the first being optimal and the second being “fear inducing”. The paper shows
the applicability of the technique by designing a mediator for the virus inoculation
game from [MSW06] that achieves a social welfare that is asymptotically optimal.
On the other hand, the paper also shows the limits of the technique by proving an impossibility result that shows that for a large class of games, no mediator will improve
the social welfare over the best Nash equilibrium. In particular, this impossibility
result holds for the class congestion games, which are shown in [BKP09] to have a
windfall of malice.
In [Toner] we consider the problem of communication scheduling in wireless networks with respect to the SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio) constraint.
The first result in this paper is a constant factor deterministic approximation algorithm for scheduling in wireless networks, in which all transmitter nodes have linear
powers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first constant factor approximation algorithm for this problem. In addition, we obtain the approximate value of the
optimal schedule length with error at most a constant factor. This complements the
results of [FKV09]. Other results in this paper include upper and lower bounds for
the optimal schedule length for the case of uniform powers. The lower bound shows
that the optimal schedule length for uniform power assignment is not shorter than
the optimal schedule length for linear powers (for the same placement of the network
nodes), if we admit an error of a constant factor.
A natural problem is to try to maintain the maximum value of the most recent
items in a large sequence of values when there are restrictions on the memory of the
algorithm. It is very useful to maintain some statistics over a sliding window, for
example, the maximum value of the temperature observed by a set of sensor nodes
over the last 𝑛 seconds. Unlike previous approaches, we use the competitive analysis
framework and compare the performance of the online streaming algorithm against
an optimal adversary that knows the entire sequence in advance. We consider the
problem of maximizing the aggregate max, i.e., the sum of the values of the largest
items in the algorithm’s memory over the entire sequence. For this problem, we
prove an asymptotically tight competitive ratio, achieved by a simple heuristic, called
partition-greedy, that performs stream updates efficiently and has almost optimal performance. In contrast, we prove that the problem of maximizing, for every time 𝑡,
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the value maintained by the online algorithm in memory, is considerably harder: in
particular, we show a tight competitive ratio that depends on the maximum value of
the stream. We further prove negative results for the closely related problem of maintaining the aggregate minimum and for the generalized version of the aggregate max
problem in which every item comes with an individual window.
5

Ongoing and Future Work

The most important goal of WP1 of FRONTS is to formalize one or more models
for heterogeneous MANETS. During the first two years of the project, individual and
joint work of CTI and UPC has produced two models. During the third year, we
plan to make a detailed taxonomy of network properties that are reflected by each
model. We will also exploit the related research results conducted by other teams on
sensor network mobility and communication scheduling, and incorporate them into
the Population Protocol and Sensor Field models.
Another line of research is to use the ideas developed for dynamic networks in
order to establish a theoretical model for studying message diffusion between agents
in social networks. This research is a joint effort of UDRLS and UPC, and at the
present it is at a very preliminary stage.
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